

























This project proposes a high speed car 
plate recognition system. First we utilize 
Sobel filter for enhancement vertical edges of 
the input image and then find the local area 
of car plate according to the constrast 
phenomenon. After above process, we 
translate the local area into bilevel image and 
then use connected components label and 
characteristic of character to find car plate 
numbers. Finally, this project uses nonlinear 
edge enhancement algorithm to calculate the 
direction features of character and uses 
improving learning vector quantization (LVQ) 
neural network as the recognition structure. 
The system has showed the following 
performances (on average) on real-word data:  
successful plate location about 99.3%, 
successful character recognition about 98.6%  
successful recognition of complete car plates 
about 83%. 
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Sk=Ak+ Ak+1 + Ak+2  
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